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Dream: “Ideal” Research Pipeline
Researcher A (“Producer”)
• Read background papers
• Do own research
• Publish paper X
Researcher B (“Consumer-Producer”)
• Read paper X
• Understand/reproduce results in paper X
• Do more research building on X
• Publish paper Y that cites X / produce product that uses X
... and so on.

Real Research Pipeline
Researcher A (“Producer”)
• Read background papers
• Do own research (including lots of coding)
• Publish paper X (not enough space for the data and/or
code)
Researcher B (“Consumer-Producer”)
• Read paper X
• Can’t reproduce or use results in paper X
• Tear out hair
• Give up / do something else
NB: A and B may be in same group (or same person later!)

Reproducible Research
(Buckheit & Donoho, 1995; Vandewalle et al, 2009)

Idea: researchers should be able to reproduce the work of
others.
Research used to be “reproducible” from the paper alone.
In audio & music research, methods are now too complex.
The paper is not enough: need data, algorithm, parameters, ...
So, we need
• The paper
(ideally Open Access)
• The data
(ideally Open Data)
• The software
(ideally Open Source)
Well-known example: WaveLab (Buckheit & Donoho, 1995)
But in audio & music research, few people do this.

Why?

Research software in practice
We carried out a Survey of UK audio and music researchers*.
82% developed software, but only 39% of those took steps to reproducibility,
and only 35% of those published any code

only 11% tried to be reproducible and published the
code.
(Also: 51% said their code never left their own computer)
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* - Oct 2010-Apr 2011, 54 complete + 23 partial responses. For these figures we considered 72
responses.

Why don't we publish code &
data?

Our survey suggested:
– Lack of time
– Copyright restrictions
– Potential for future commercial use
Other factors (UK Research Information Network, 2010):
– Lack of evidence of benefits
– Culture of independence or competition
– Quality concerns (self-taught programmers)
Also: it takes effort early in the research cycle;
hard to find time/motivation after the paper is published

Reasons we don't like to admit?
J M Wicherts, M Bakker and D Molenaar, 2011, Willingness to
Share Research Data Is Related to the Strength of the
Evidence and the Quality of Reporting of Statistical Results,
PLoS ONE
Does this cut both ways?
Can we improve quality by helping people prepare to
share?

http://bit.ly/vaU435

Barriers to publication and reuse
–
–
–
–

Lack of education and confidence with code
Lack of facilities and tools
Lack of incentive for publication
Platform incompatibilities

These are barriers to publication of code.
Related issues for data.

Centre for Digital Music
• World-leading research into digital technologies for new
understanding and innovation in music and audio.
• ~60 people: 11 academics, 35 PhD students, 14 researchers
• Research funding: over £17 M since 2007
• Conferences: ISMIR 2005, ICA 2007, MPEG 2009, CMMR 2012
• Teaching: BEng Audio Systems Eng, MSc Digital Music Proc
• Regular international visitors
• Software: Sonic Visualiser, SoundBite, ...
• Partners: BBC, last.fm, FXpansion, Yamaha, ...

Our projects
Centre for Digital Music (C4DM)
• SoundSoftware.ac.uk - 2010-2014
Sustainable Software for Audio & Music Research
• Sustainable Management of Digital Music Research Data
(SMDMRD) - Oct 2011 - May 2012
• Sound Data Management Training (SoDaMaT)
Jun 2012 - Jan 2013
Queen Mary, University of London – College Level
• Research Data Curation: Project Board
Part of QMUL “IT Transformation” project

SoundSoftware.ac.uk
Funding from EPSRC (2010-2014) to:
• support the development and use of software and data
• to enable high quality research
• in the audio and music research community
How?
• Developers to make research software robust & usable
• Training for researchers in writing their own code
• Promote software development in research projects

Sustainable Management of
Digital Music Research Data
(SMDMRD)

• October 2011 - May 2012
• Pilot project: set up a research-group research data
repository
• Chose DSpace for repository:
• Easy to install
• Standards compliant
• Tried U. of Oxford's DataStage to link to DSpace, but not
live
• Command-line tool created to upload data to the repository
using SWORDv2 protocol
• c4dm.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/rdr/xmlui/

Sound Data Management Training
(SoDaMaT)
• June 2012 - January 2013
• Project to create discipline-specific RDM training materials
for C4DM
• Materials to be targeted at postgraduates and researchers
• Tutorials presented at digital audio conferences (ISMIR
2012 and DAFx 2012)
• Training materials to be published on Jorum
• Online training materials
• https://code.soundsoftware.ac.uk/projects/sodamat

SoDaMaT: Example RDM failures
Subject: Recovery of Overwritten Hard Disk Data
Hi, a friend of mine just overwrote two months of her PhD
thesis with an older version. I know recovery of overwritten
data is possible, but wonder if I'd need special hardware to
do it. Dos anyone know something about this ?
Thank You.
5 October 2005 Linux Forums - http://tinyurl.com/8t7uaop

QMUL Research Data Curation:
Project Board
•
•
•
•

Jan – Nov 2013
Timely – fitted EPSRC requirement for RDM policy
Included input from academics and library
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Some remaining issues
• What is data?
• One idea: “Anything that you need to validate the research
in a published paper, that isn’t in the paper itself”
• So it could be:
• Survey result (did I ask the participants if I could share?)
• Music tracks (who owns those?)
• Software (but my university owns the IP?)
• The Internet (hmm ...?)
• So, consider what you mean by “validate” above
• Also: Data and Software people don’t always talk – why?

Putting it all together
What we’re trying to do:
• Create an Open Access, Reproducible Research culture
• Get help from the library – provides central service
Get researchers to think about Data, Software and
Reproducible Research right from the start
• Training in research software dev. and data management
• Collaborative environment to develop & share code
Write code expecting other people will read it
• Refer to data somebody else owns
• Reproducible Research Repository: link paper-softwaredata

Conclusions
• Data and software is important for our research
• Impossible to validate our research without it
• Researchers need help to develop software and manage
data
• C4DM: RDM server, training
• QMUL: RDM project (helped by EPSRC)
• Make research work better!

